FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IRVING’S TEXICAN COURT, A VALENCIA HOTEL, NOW OPEN
Las Colinas Urban Center Welcomes Retro-Inspired Court Concept Hotel
IRVING, TEXAS (November 2018) – Valencia Group’s Texican Court, the highly anticipated 152room retro-inspired motor court concept, in Irving’s Las Colinas Urban Center is now open.
Making for an exceptional travel and hospitality experience, Texican Court is conveniently
located across from the Irving Convention Center and thriving Toyota Music Factory, Irving’s
popular all-in-one concert venue, entertainment and dining destination.
The hotel’s design features Spanish mission-style architecture with a subtle layer of Texas,
making it a unique blend of Mexican and the Lone Star State cultures. Texican Court has retroinspired rooms, 3,500 square feet of indoor meeting and event space, three distinct courtyards,
a circular-styled pool, large wood-burning fire pits, rocking chairs, live music, the Two Mules
Cantina restaurant and more.
“We wanted to bring the theme song from the Spaghetti Western film, ‘The Good, The Bad and
The Ugly,’ to life through the design of this hotel,” said Valencia Group President Doyle A.
Graham, Jr. “When you listen to the song, you can envision the larger-than-life vistas filled with
dramatic backdrops and excitement, and we captured the essence of the tension, and drama
characterized by this song in the walls of this hotel to create a captivating experience for our
guests.”
A throwback to a time when travel was an adventure, Texican Court provides a home away
from home for even the most discerning traveler. The carefully curated blend of colors, fabrics,
textures, sights, and sounds was developed by one of the country’s most innovative
international architecture and design firm, Rottet Studio.

Two Mules Cantina restaurant is open to hotel guests and the surrounding community. When
entering the stucco building from the street, patrons will be greeted by a grand, two-story-high
space surrounded by glass partitions at the front and back and large clerestory windows on
either side. With a large fireplace and the central bar as a backdrop, guests will be able to settle
in for an enjoyable dining experience.
Impeccable group accommodations and meeting spaces are offered at Texican Court. Perfect
for meetings, weddings and receptions, the Little Chapel holds up to 160 people. The Serape
Boardroom holds up to 18 people. All this is complemented by unique outdoor spaces.
Texican Court is led by a talented team, including General Manager John Thomas, Executive
Chef Patrick Hildebrandt and Director of Sales and Marketing Brianna Sepulveda.
Texican Court is offering introductory rates starting from $99 per night. For more information
or to make a reservation, visit www.texicancourt.com or call 833.839.4886.
High resolution images of Texican Court are available here.
ABOUT VALENCIA GROUP
Houston-based Valencia Group is a fully integrated hospitality company that provides
management, development, branding and repositioning services for independent, full-service
hotels owned by the company, in addition to third parties. Exceptional service, style and
location have become brand trademarks. Earning both national and international recognition
for their distinctive designs, amenities and settings, Valencia Group properties are destinations
and gathering places within their respective communities, some further benefitting from and
enriching their space within the cultural heart of a city. The company continues to forge a niche
with hotels that anchor and add value to urban, mixed-use environments, which further
support or enhance the guest experience with superior residential, restaurant, retail and office
components. The Valencia Group portfolio currently includes the Valencia brands: Hotel
Valencia Santana Row in San Jose, CA and Hotel Valencia Riverwalk in San Antonio, TX. The
Sorella brand includes Hotel Sorella CITYCENTRE in Houston, TX by developer Midway. Other
brands include Midway and Valencia Group’s The George™ in College Station, TX and Midway’s
Hotel Alessandra in Houston, TX. The Court concept brands include Lone Star Court in Austin,
TX, Cavalry Court in College Station, TX and Texican Court, coming soon to Irving, TX. For more
information, please visit www.valenciagroup.com
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